


You are invited to the most activating,
magical, galactic, quantum leaping
journey of your life, so buckle up! :) 

We are all expanding and ascending, and so is our 
business, message, body of work, and soul aligned clients.

The New Paradigm is here, and we are meant to do things
differently— fully embodied in our wisdom, soul frequency and
multidimensional self.

The journey through New Paradigm Leaders Mastermind is one
of major evolution, and of operating in full alignment with who
you are, what you came here to do, and what brings you ultimate
fulfillment & abundance in overflow. 

This journey is for those who have answered their higher calling,
and are deeply committed to embodying their highest
expression, and creating the greatest impact with their sacred
work.

Through our time together, you will completely upgrade the way
you show up in the world (energetically AND physically), and the
power of your message, and sacred offers-- in support of your
higher mission and global impact.

If this is resonating for you in your heart and soul, I invite you to
join me & receive all of the magic and gifts that are in store for
you through your next evolution in life and business.



New Paradigm Leaders Mastermind is a SIX MONTH
High Level Mastermind for New Paradigm Leaders,
and Cosmic Coaches here to make a MASSIVE
IMPACT. 

Group + Personalized support through embodying higher frequencies
within yourself and the way you express through your personal brand.

Upgrade your marketing, messaging, brand, offers-- ALL OF IT-- to most
align with who you NOW are, and how you truly want it to all be-- in
support of your higher mission and bigger vision for global IMPACT.

Receive Activations & Quantum Upgrades to assist you in opening and
expanding your galactic gifts and embodying more of your SOUL
frequency in the physical.

Support in your personal ascension-- Anchoring into your highest
timeline and coding for maximum fulfillment, impact and abundance.

Support in the ascension and expansion of your business-- DESIGNING
IT YOUR WAY and holding to that through your *embodiment*.

If you know that you are meant to bring something FAR BIGGER
through -- in your work, and want it to be FUN, and in FLOW with the
fullest expression of YOU + desire immersive support (and an amazing,
intimate community) to activate and embody that-- this is where it's at.

PLUS-- I will be including BONUS courses, like Video Star, SOULcial Star,
AND Quantum Biz Blueprint & more.



The Journey & Experience Includes:

FULL DAY Group Quantum Breakthrough Day (virtual) where we
kick off with a bang & do immersive reprogramming + recoding
work, AND have a TON of fun embodying the next iteration of
YOU.

6 MONTHS of Group + Personalized support with 2-3 monthly
coaching calls/transmissions.  (This is a deeply personal, co-
creation with those who are in this Vortex together) 

Two private Quantum Breakthrough Activation sessions with
me during our time together with personal channeled
transmissions.

Members Area with high frequency content, bonus courses, and
transmissions to support you in opening/expanding your gifts,
dialing up the potency of your message, and more.

Channeled action plans for your next, most ALIGNED actions to
take in support of your personal evolution and that of your
business.

Private, intimate community of your new soul family to plug
into, celebrate, and stay connected (likely on Voxer app)

BONUS courses: Like Video Star, SOULcial Star (to step up your
magnetism online), and more that are a secret as of right now. ;)



If this has sparked something in your SOUL, it's for a reason and
I would love to speak further!  This journey will begin in August.

Due to the depth of the work we do in here, spaces are limited
for New Paradigm Leaders Mastermind.

The investment for this container is $10,000 in full, and
payment plan is available.

This is ideally for those who are already generating consistent
income & making an impact with their soul work, and ready to
massively expand.

NEXT STEPS...

Message me on Instagram @thespiritualbossbabe or email me
at info@spiritualbossbabe.com so we can connect further. 

xo Stephanie Bellinger

If you're 100% in and aligned with the intention, vibe and
transformative work we will be doing through this experience...
 

I am so excited and honored to open this portal and EXPAND in
massive ways together!   Here's to your MASSIVE success,
fulfillment, and abundance in all ways, always! 

Click here to lock in your spot. 

https://instagram.com/thespiritualbossbabe/
https://www.spiritualbossbabe.com/offers/F3ssUKA4
https://www.spiritualbossbabe.com/offers/F3ssUKA4

